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IITTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is to describe in detail
the French system of teacher-training . The study was
undertaken at the suggestion of Professor Jesse B. Davis
of the School of Education of Boston University. The
v/riter traces the history of the training movement in
Prance, describes its present situation, and points out
v:hat will be its probable line of development.
The writer has been a student of French for a number
of years and had the privilege of spending the year 1932-
1933 at the primary normal school in Agen, Lot-en-Garonne
.
As a result of this experience the v/rlter is naturally in-
terested in French education and especially in that phase
of it covered in this thesis. It goes without saying that
part of the material contained in this thesis is first-hand
informa'tlon, other sources used for this sbudy v;ere the
following:
1. I.Iagazlne articles vn:>ltten in French and in ^higlish;
2. Reference material found at LaYn?ence Hall, the School
of Education, Harvard University;
3. Books of historical value in the Boston Public Library
4. Personal property dealing v;ith French education loaned
by Professor Davis,
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Education in France differs from that in our coun-
try in several respects* First of all, it is strongly
centralized, - - and, indeed, it has been since the foun-
dation of this, the third French Republic. To quote from
Jules Ferry, the apostle of free, laic, and compulsory
education in France; ’’Let it be well understood that the
first duty of a democratic government is to exercise in-
cessant control over public education. We cannot admit
that this belongs to any other authority than the State*
And in 1895 local authorities were reminded; "it is not
their province to burden themselves with subjects of in-
struction, the criticism of methods, books, or equipment,
since the school programs are today prescribed in full
detail by the authorities charged therewith*"^ Examina-
tions, degrees, scholarships, appointments, courses of
study - - all are regulated through the office of the
Minister of Public Instmiction in Paris*
Secondly, teachers play an Important part in the
educational administration. For example, the Minister
is aided in making his decisions by the Advisory Council,
a group of fifty-two members, thirty-eight of whom are
teachers chosen by their fellows. This Council has ad-
visory, administrative and judicial powers over the entire
educational system. Also in each of ninety departments ^
1&2 Quotations from I.L. Kandel, "Essays in Comparative
Education, pg. 98.
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1 The ages of the students when they reach certain schools




there is a counoil of fourteen members, ten of v/hom are
elected from the teaching force, and these advise the
prefect, the governmental head of the department, on
matters pertaining to education within the region.
But to an American perhaps the most curious feature
of trench education is its primary and secondary systems
which, instead of one complementing the other as in this
country, rim parallel to each other as the ctiart on page
three indicates.
!
Education is compulsory betv/een the ages of six and
thirteen unless the child receives the elementary certi-
ficate at the age of tv/elve. Primary education aims to
fit pupils for agricultural, industrial, and commercial
life. The elementary instruction, that is, from, six to
thirteen years inclusive, has been called the "minimum of
I
primary education, the limit below which it ought not
descend, the just debt which the country ov/es to all its
children; it is sufficiently extensive to make a man of
the one who receives it, and at the same time sufficiently
modest to be realized everywhere."^ Primary education is
free and available to all. However, admission to the
Continuation School or to the High School is restricted
to those who receive the elementary certificate (Gertificsfc
d 'Etudes primaires 6l^mentaires) av/arded those who pass
examinations on the elementary studies. Annually about
1 Guizot, P; "Expos^ des motifs des pro jets de loi sur
1 'instruction primaire" Gr . II, p. 3, June 28, 1833.
(Quoted by Farrington, P. E.:"Tho public primary school
system in Pi’ance? page 13. ^
Ic IJ;oni."Oo s b 19'‘£a rrroiiv; lo nect ^s'recfaeji n9GJ’‘^'c'i
Gric; uaivLe ea6:.v.t bii gnli'iofied’ eili mo'i'i bed’Obfe
1 ^-
no t jneiTTd-iiiqob c^iJ* ‘Ic Lsbii lAj^noaiiriievo- enJ ^joa'lb'iq
on-j nbriilv; iioid’J'Oi.'’bD oo •^jnxno.scJ’iGG a'led'cfBm
O'lijjBel ajjoiTxo J-eoxii ©if.:; eqfiri'ioq ^n;flcl"©-aia n.B Oo oirfi
ariTOd-e!^© Y/tsbnzotB bne 'viBrni^^rq adi: eI noxctsoube nop^e^^i lo
eirfd* ill QB ‘rarid-o odct vinid'riei'Telqwoo vno lo beeJ-Ei.i'
e^sq no d’^ia/io end eb ‘leifdo riose od’ l9l‘X8T:Eq tisj‘i
*£.elfiolbcLl eo^irld
fane xle lo aa^s odd iioowded el ncij/ ouM
tr'rBdne-iioI© ©dd eevicoso; blijrfr ed.d sselnu nyeddldd
od Efnxs •-rioldardbe .evlewd lo ege arid ds edaoxl
iBxo'ie.Ttirfoo bne ^Ifii'l•dEXfbifJ: ^ Ifi'indldOX'x^B ‘lol eliqi/q dxl
od x±o EniO'il ^ei: da/'d' ^'Toidox^dEni: "^‘•fBdxieinoIo oxl'i’ . elxl
lo nuj-nii:. .Iin*' add bolleo noad es^' taviedloi-i: 8 *^180^ needixnd
don drlgdo di: dxJtxlv; wcled dxmxX edd ^noxdBoube, ^‘iHuunq
Edi: IXb od eewo xioxxlw ddeb dnuc axid .bneoaab
lo nera: £ a>{Bni od evianadxa YXdnadoxlixa ex. di: Xxdo
\;Xdn6Xoxllxr8 arxid olxbe arid de bne ^dX eevl'ooa'i oiivi ano arid
sX noxdnodbo vjriBciX-'x'i . anaiiwyiavt^ be5:XXse‘’X ad od deeboxi
arid od noXsEXxrtbB . ^levewoH .XIs od aXdBlXBvjs bxiB aenl
badoX-'idao*! b1 Xoodo^ id:X:: arid od no XoonoS noXdBrxXiXddoO
dcjodllJ-neO) adBoX.lXdnaa q-isdriaiaale add avXeoen oxiv; eeorfd od
Eseq oxiv/ eaorld bab'iBv/e (ee‘•xXBdx^©r'.l^X^ EoniBrnlnq Esbjxd^'b
di/odB ^^XlBxfxii'Jl .8©Xbi/de ^^naddainele and xio anoXdariX.'iiBxe
ntra XoX ab adaconq eeb elXdor: eeb Isoqxd" : i .dosXjjO I
.0581 .SSi enjjL .c'.q
.
II . ‘x") '’anXB^xXnq xiol - o;div*Er i ’ X
Xoox^'^^ sXXrLva a.“ .'J ^xiod'xxXnnBi 'fo Xadoxv
.51 a. Bq tOOiiB‘Xu nx ficda^-a
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fifty percent of those pupils completing the elementary
course try to obtain this certificate, and of this number
approximately ei^ty percent succeed; or in other words,
only forty percent of the pupils completing their elemen-
tary studies have the right to continue their education.
Kandel^ estimates that of 3,000,000 or more students in
elementary classes, not more than 500,000 continue their
education. Of these the majority go to Continuation
School; approximately 75,000 go to the High School of the
primary system and about 150,000 to the Lycees or the
College of the secondary system.
Secondary education strives to train those young per-
sons from whom will be recruited the students of the high-
er institutions and universities, and who will later con-
stitute the personnel in all branches of activity, intel-
lectual, economic, and political. "The aim... is not to
impart a p\u?ely bookish knowledge and to develop encyclo-
2
pedic minds, but to cultivate judgment step by step, to
sharpen the critical spirit, to develop minds that are
alert. Appeal to memory, a precious tool, is not avoided,
but memorized knov/ledge is inert if not vitalized by re-
flection. To employ a saying of Montaigne ’To knov/ by
heart is not to knov/’. This maxim is at the root of the
3
whole of secondary pedagogy."
1. "Essays in Comparative Education',' p. 101.
2. This is a criticism frequently made of the primary
3. C., Educational Yearbook 1927, p. 113.
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_
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Traditionally fees, including tuition, have been
exacted from those attending secondary schools and this
has made for a social distinction between those attending
primary classes and those attending secondary classes#
Gradually, however
,
this cause of friction will disappear.
Beginning in 1925 all elementary education, whether re-
ceived in the primary or secondary system, has covered the
same material and has been free. On January 1, 1930, the
French government abolished all tuition fees in the lowest
classes of both the Lyc^e and College, and they are to
disappear progressively year by year. Henceforth money
will be no barrier, although in this connection it must be
remembered that the t!rench government has been quite lib-
eral in granting scholarships to needy worthy pupils, and
these have covered such matters as tuition, school sup-
plies, clothing, and in some cases support for the pupil’s
family.
The third division of French education which comes
into this discussion of teacher- training is that devoted
to higher education. This is the concern of the various
universities, of which there is one in each of the seven-
teen academies^ In general it may be said that the
baccalaureat
,
received after the completion of the Lycee
or College course in the secondary system, is the usual
requirement for admission to these institutions for study
1 France is divided educationally into seventeen units,
called academies.
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tov/ard advanced degrees*
V/ith this as a background, then, teacher- training
will be discussed in connection with both the primary and
secondary systems* Reference to the preparation received
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TEACHER- TRAINING IN THE PRIMARY SYSTEM

-9-
In general, the history of the normal school movement
in Ji’ance is traced back to the Convention^ although there
is evidence that even before this time some thought had
been given the question. In 1681 Abbe de la Salle founded
at Reims and later at Paris an institution for practical
work for teachers where the method of Christian teaching
was taught. This was very successful but after his death
was not carried on. A similar fate awaited the work of
Abbe Pelletier and Holland. Not until the expulsion of
the Jesuits in 1762 was the country seriously faced with
the need of training teachers and it was in response to
this that the Convention took action.
Following a report by Bar ere, who in the name of the
Comite du Salut Public complained of the effect of the
Revolution on public education and proposed founding a
teacher- training school at Paris, the Convention decreed
on October 30, 1794 the establishment of a "normal school
where citizens already instructed in the useful sciences
should be taught to teach."
Elaborate plans were made. The aim was to have the
school d-ffect all Pi*ance. Candidates had to be at least
twenty-one years of age and were chosen in the proportion
of one to every 20,000 inhabitants. They were to come to
Paris for a four months course and then return to their
1. The name given the revolutionary assembly which gov-
erned France from 1792 to 1795.
;Jr:r3; jifi .Cooi-.os Itsr-i'.-.on i lo v-iOo^ji ^.•1 nl
d^uonJ-IJS ncl^iiOvnoO Ji’J oi lion;; bt'Ofl'i'J’ iti
ben d-ii'Juo'iw unoa orix.v ainJ' t'^ioxoc i'< vo Jt. j dc?ii-L±v^ si
bobxi.'O'i oXIet. ei ob ocIoV. 16.1 nl . niJ-aonp on;}- rjsvi no^c
J.tioiJosa-t '->'1 noictxjjiisnl ne ci-rn'i in 'tj.-tpl nne erzxji. oS
• nsiciai-niO ‘lo bo.Mion; 6>b;t e'inriv.- 3‘iof.t:.:©J 'lo'i 2 ,.'iO;v
rii-eon aJ.n nsJ-lw dr.rrf lu’iaaei'sxra r'ic'V aev; n.l.rx .
t.R'.y
Ig :I'':ov: end" b^?XxB^vfi ©d-el "leX-l.^iIa A . :o bcin-.-Po
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respective districts and pass on to others their newly ac-













Tv/o periods every ten days were devoted to each sub-
ject and there were three classes per day. On Jsinuary 20,
1795 the school opened and 140 pupils appeared. Undoubt-
edly the men who gave the courses were authorities in
their respective fields but there is no evidence of their
ability to teach others how to teach. The immediate ef-
fects, complicated by political changes, were anything but
encouraging. The undertaking proved to be very expensive
and the failure was so marked that any further attempts
along this line were discouraged for several years*
In 1808 Napoleon in founding the University ruled tha‘
each academy was to train teachers in methods of teaching
"•Oi **
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reading, writing, 8uid arithmetic. This was an extremely
simple program in contrast to that adopted by the Conven-
tion but Napoleon* s defeat at Waterloo prevented its being
put into effect.
Soon, however, the idea was revived. In 1811 by
imperial decree the first French normal school was opened
at Strasbourg. There were sixty pupils in all, ranging
from sixteen to thirty years of age. The four year course












This curriculum undoubtedly was richer than that pre-
scribed under Napoleon and was more practical, but had
less breadth than that adopted under the Convention. This
school met with immediate success and its influence spread
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rapidly outside of the department. Guizot said of it: "The
superiority of the public school in the academy of Stras-
bourg is striking and the conviction of the country, as
just as it is general, attributes this above all to the
existence of the normal school." ^
However the restoration of the monarchy in 1814
checked the progress of teacher- training. The State tend-
ed to discourage it but the academies of Metz and Nancy
took up the idea and modelled their institutions at Helfe-
dange and Bar-le-Duc respectively after that of Strasbourg.
V/ith the creation of the office of Minister of Public
Instruction in 1828, the State began to put renewed life
into the movement. The Minister recommended that each
academy taking Strasbourg as a model, form normal classes,
and gave instructions as to just how to do it. By 1829,
therefore, the nttmber of normal schools had increased from
three to thirteen, and in 1833 there were forty-seven of
them scattered fairly evenly throughout Pf*ance. Generally
it was a two-year course.
The rapid spread and development of the teacher
training movement at this time can be attributed to the
influence of Guizot, Minister of Public Instruction from
1832 to 1837. His decree of December 14, 1832 systema-
tizing the training schools has been called the "charter
1 Guizot, F.: "Rapport au Roi'^ March 2, 1833, Gr . I,p.436.
•iuotea by Farrington, op. cit. p. 146.
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of the normal schools.'* At this time they ceased to he
merely departmental and came more and more under the cen-
tral authority. By June, 1833 each department was re-
quired to have a men's normal school either by itself or
in connection with another department. The subjects, all
very practical, were:
1 moral and religious instruction
2 surveying and other applications of practical geometry
3 applied physics
4 geography
5 history, especially of Prance






and during the last six months of the course
12 instruction in the preparation of legal papers and
13 instruction in grafting and pruning trees.
The students, seven-eighths of whom received scholarships
for the course were required, as now, to teach at least
ten years after their studies. By 1837, seventy-seven
normal schools, all for boys were in operation throughout
f'
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Pranoe. In 1842 the first normal school for girls was
opened. However the establishment of normal courses in
connection with other schools, especially those of relig-
ious societies, helped and these are the real precursors
of the girls' normal schools.
The teacher- training movement in Prance has exper-
ienced in turn progress and decline. After such a pros-
perous period under Guizot, it was due for a decided
setback. Mutter ings against the normal schools grew more
and more pronounced. The claims were made that the course
of study was superficial and that the schools were sending
forth students dissatisfied with the positions in society
that they were expected to fill. Barrau's pamphlet, "De
1 'Education de la Jeunesse a I'Aide des Ecoles Normales",
included the following points:
1 pupils should be chosen from among the poorer rural
classes as they can better understand and minister to
the wants of rural communities;
2 the curriculum should be more practical and should
stress religion more; and
3 patriotism should be emphasized.
In 1850 the Palloux law, providing for the extension of
the normal school course to three years and for the sup-
pression of a normal school at the will of the Minister
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was reduced to the point of including only seven subjects;
1 moral and religious instruction
2 elements of the French language.





Some optional courses v/ere allowed in the third year.
Such a state of affairs continued until Drury became
Minister in 1863. He showed great interest in the normal
school movement. Gardening, pedagogical conferences, and
musical instruction, not simply hymnology but the singing,
reading, and writing of lay music from dictation as well
as practice on the organ and piano, were introduced. His
decree of July 2, 1866 provided for a complete reorganiza-
tion. Sixteen years of age was established as the entering
age and then only by passing competitive oral and written
examinations. School life became less monastic and the
recommendation was made, but not accepted, that third year
pupils be given some responsibility. A movement to put
the girls’ normal schools on an equal footing with the
men's was initiated at this time, as there are only nine
I
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Tlie Franco-Prussian war temporarily halted progress,
but with Jules Perry as Minister of Public Instruction once
more renewed interest was shown. The great laws on free,
laic and compulsory education were passed. Each depart-
ment had to have a normal school for boys and a normal
school for girls, and maintain them until such time as thej
were given permission to combine with a neighboring de-
partment in the matter. The effect of this ruling can be
readily seen when one realizes that in 1879 there were
seventy-nine normal schools for boys and nineteen for girli
,
and in 1905, eighty-five for boys and eighty-four for glrli
.
By a decree passed in June, 1880, no one was allowed to
teach in a normal school without a special certificate for
it and steps were immediately taken to provide the neces-
sary training for directors and teachers of the normal
school by the establishment of the Higher Normal School
for women at Fontenay-aux-Roses in 1880 and the Higher
Normal School for men at St. Cloud in 1882. Fees for food
and lodging were abolished in the normal schools in 1881
and education in these institutions was put on a scholar-
ship basis. The curriculum adopted for the normal schools
in 1881 included along with religious instruction^ and op-
tional foreign language study the following:
1 moral and civic instruction
_
2 reading
1 In 1883 this was replaced by a broader Interpretation
of moral and civic instruction.
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3 writing
4 French language and liter attire
5 history, especially of France
6 geography, especially of France
7 arithmetic including elementary algebra
8 geometry
9 physical sciences applied to life






16 for boys, agriculttire
for girls, domestic economy
17 for boys, manual work
for girls, needle work
This curriculum has remained practically the same* In
general it may be said that the present scheme of training
teachers is that adopted at the beginning of the Third
Republic
.
At present there are eighty-eight normal schools for
boys and ei^ty-eigjit normal schools for girls located
usually in the chief city of the department* These are
all St ate -supported schools and all expenses except those
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for material repairs are met by the State.
The normal school faculty varies according to the
number of pupils. Omitting the director, biorsar, and part-
time instructors, the faculty is made up of three teachers
if there are less than thirty-six pupiDs, four teachers if
there are from thirty-six to seventy pupils, five teachers
if there are more than seventy pupils. All are appointed
by the Minister of Public Instruction by whom their num-
bers, qualifications, hours of teaching, and duties are
prescribed. The director of the normal school must hold
a special certificate to be eligible for the position and
must be at least thirty years old; he must have had several
years experience as teacher or as primary inspector , or
as both. The teachers must hold special certificates en-
titling them to their positions and these they have gen-
erally gained as students at the Higher Normal School
which will be described later.
Students are admitted to the departmental normal
schools on the following conditions:
1 the candidate must be Pf’ench, in good physical condi-
tion, and of good character;
ke
2 the candidate must ^ at least fifteen years old and not
more than nineteen years;
3 the candidate must agree to serve in the public school
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system at least ten years after completing the normal
school course or refund the cost of the instruction to
the State; as a guarantee of this he must furnish a
bond signed by his parent or guardian;
4 the candidate must successfully pass the competitive
entrance examination.
This competitive examination is based on the curriculum
of the high school (ecole primaire super ieure) but students
from the continuation school (cours complementaires) also
try it. In practice there is quite a distinction between
the high school and the continuation school although both
represent the same idea, that of giving something more to
the child than simply drill on fundamental knowledge*
The continuation school is always annexed to an
elementary school and since 1920 has offered a two year
course of study adapted to the needs of the comm-unity
whether they be agricultural, industrial or what not. It
is supported wholly by the community unless the latter
agrees to continue itat least thirty years; in that case
the State will aid to some extent. The equipment is of
necessity limited. The instructors of which there are
generally two, one for the sciences, one for letters, are
decidedly inferior in training to those in the high school
and are usually chosen from among those teaching in the
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special coiH’se for those intending to go to normal school
although an effort is made to include in the ctirriculum
those studies which would he of help to future candidates.
There are almost three times as many continuation schools
as high schools but at best they are only makeshifts which
have been established where the prosperity and population
of a community would not justify a high school.
The high school, in contrast to the continuation
school, is a wholly independent school and offers a
three to five year course of general and specialized
training for nearly every sort of career not requiring
the baccalaureat
,
which is awarded those successfully com-
pleting the lycee or college course of the secondary sys-
tem. The equipment of the high school is much superior
to that of the continuation school and by law must include
a drawing room, library, laboratory, gymnasium, and play-
ground. The teaching staff is made up of
1 teachers trained in the Higher Normal School
2 regular elementary teachers with their professional
certificates
3 teachers of special subjects (music, eirt, etc.)
4 workshop assistants.
The Director gives fifteen hours to teaching per week;
the others .give twenty hoizrs along with five hours spent
in supervising study and recreation periods and in con-
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duoting pupils on excursions. The course of study is the
same for all pupils during the first year. At the begin-
ning of the second year they choose from among four section::
general, agricultural, industrial, and commercial. The
students intending to go to normal school go into the gen-
eral section which has the follov/ing program each year:
hrs.per week
1
Ethics, Civics, Common Law, Political Economy 1
2 Erench language and literatiire 4
3 Modern language 4
4 Mathematics (arithmetic, algebra, geometry) 3
5 Sciences 3





Boys: manual training and agriculture 4
Girls: sewing and domestic economy 6
The entrance examination for the normal school is
the same as that given at the conclusion of the high
school course and based on its curriculum. It is given by
the central authorities - never by the teachers who have
had charge of the pupils - and is made up of the following:
1 written tests:
essay on ethics or liter atiu’e - 2^ hrs. ) marked also
) for penman-
essay on history and geography - 1^ hrs.) ship & arpellin
J
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mathematics “ I'i' hrs.
physics and natural sciences - hrs,
2 oral tests - admission to these granted only to those









Those coming in highest as a result of these examinations
are awarded scholarships for the normal school; those who
pass but not sufficiently high for admission are awarded
the brevet elementalre, or diploma signifying the success-
ful completion of the required course of study in the
high school. The following figures shov/ how many candi-
dates for the normal school are eliminated by these ex-
aminations:^
Men Women
Year Applied Admitted /^Adm. Applied Admitted Adm.
1927 4700 1787 38/o 6659 1911 29%
1928 5375 1864 6590 1986 30^
1929 6101 1967 3^ 7189 2104 29:;^
1930 7048 2125 30^ 8011 2182 27%
1931 6327 2163 34^ 7321 2176
1. Kandel, I. L.: ’’Comparative Education”, p. 554.
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The student finds life in the normal school less res-
tricting than that of the high school hut to an American
even that would be unbearable. The daily program is as
follov/s
;
6:30 rise, dress, and do chores
7:30 - 8:00 breakfast
8:00 - 12:00 classes
12:00 - 12:30 lunch
12:30 - 1:30 recreation
1:30 - 4:30 classes with one hour for study
4:30 - 5:00 tea and recreation
5:00 - 8:00 study
8:00 - 8:30 dinner
8:30 - 9:30 recreation
9:30 retire
Thursday afternoons and Sundays the pupils may leave the
grounds. At no time, though, do they do so without it
being definitely known the exact time they leave, with
whom and where they are going, and when they are returning,
and all this has to meet with the Director's approval and
be duly recorded. On Sundays pupils may go to their homes
provided their parents come to the school to fetch them
and bring them back in the evening before 8:00 o'clock;
pupils are not allowed to leave alone or return alone, as
if this were the case and an accident occurred the State
would be responsible. Those pupils who remain at the
school Sundays may go to church in a body; and on Thurs-
day and Sunday afternoons they must go for a walk in
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and must submit it to the Director for approval; the
latter sees to it that the pupils keep off the main
streets and direct their steps toward the rural regions.
The normal schools are generally situated in small towns,
the opportunities for interesting promenades are few and
after a couple of months at the school, the pupils have
exhausted all possibilities along this line and spend the
remainder of their three years repeating previous walks.
It is clear that little effort is made to develop
individual responsibility and leadership, and indeed this
is one great weakness. Student government is unheard of.
Clubs do not exist.' Pupils receive mail only fron those
on a list approved by the parent or guardian; and no
letter is delivered to the pupil until the sender’s name
has been carefully checked by the Director. At no time
is the student free to do as he pleases.
For three years pupils lead this sort of life. All
costs of board, lodging, and instruction are included in
their scholarship; personal expenses, such as books, are
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The following is the curricul-um adopted in 1920 for
the normal schools:
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
Sub.iect :4en Women Men Women Men Women
Education 2 2 2 2 2 2
French language & literatiare 4 4 4 4 4 4
History and geography 3 3 3 3 24- 2-J
Mathematics 3 3 3 3 2 1
Science 444445
Modern foreign language 2 ' 2 2 2 2 2
Theory of agriculture 111
Drawing and modelling 2 2 2 2 2 2
Geometrical drawing 111111
Singing and music 222222
Gymnastics 2 2 2 2 2 2
Manual work 4 4 4 4 4.4
Boys: wood & iron; agriculture
Girls: domestic economy; gardening
Total hours per week: 30 29 30 29 28^ 27^
The reform of August 18, 1920 was the result of a desire
to permeate all the v/ork of the normal school with a pro-
fessional point of viev/. Up to this time the first two
years had been devoted to general studies and the third
year to professional training. However the new reform does
not seem to accomplish what was hoped for. General and
professional subjects are kept absolutely distinct and
although the student will eventually use all of his normal
I
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school studies except foreign languages in his teaching
later on, no one of the general studies is taught from the
point of viev/ of its use in elementary schools but rather
is advanced to the level of the lycee philosophy class
or the first year of a liberal arts faculty*
Professional instruction is given in three ways:
1 coin’ses in education given by the Director for two
hours per week each year;
2 pedagogical conference weekly for third year students
3 practice teaching in the training school*
During the first year the course in education forms
more or less an intraduction to the whole field. The
elements of psychology, the aims of education, the general
principles underlying class room procedure are taken up,
thus preparing the student for more specific training the
next year. In the second year methods of teaching elemen-
tary subjects are studied; also a course in educational
sociology is given which deals with the economic organiza-
tion of society, the place of the family in society and
its relation to the school and the child, religion, art,
science and so forth studied from the sociological point
of viev/. In the third year one hour is given over to a
) study of the general principles of Science and Ethics;
for the second hour a course in Professional Ethics and
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clear conception of his duty tov/ard those members or
groups of society with whom he will come in contact; thus
he learns^as a representative of the State, he. must accept
restrictions, especially upon his speech and conduct, and
must teach nothing contrary to principles embodied in the
State; he also becomes acquainted with the main provisions
of school law*
The weekly educational conference for third year
students may take the form of a demonstration lesson given
by one of the students and followed by criticism, or the
form of a discussion of some problem of discipline or of
pupils' work or of school textbooks or of a passage from
recent educational literature. All the faculty members
attend these meetings and offer suggestions.
As for practice teaching, each pupil must spend at
least fifty half days per year in the training school,
usually located on the normal school grounds. The first
year is spent in observation and reports; the second year
on observation with occasional teaching; and the third
year, on more continued independent teaching in several
subjects. One drav/back to this scheme is that in the
typical elementary school there is but one teacher for all
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There are two elementary teachers’ certificates.
Examinations for both of these are conducted by the cen-
tral authorities and are made up of v/ritten and oral tests,
the former being qualifying for the latter. The first
of these certificates is the brevet super ieur which is
now required by the State of all its teachers. It is
awarded to those who successfully complete the examinations
based on the normal school program of studies and is made
up of three parts, one part being received after each year.
Naturally the normal school pupils are the most successful
in receiving this certificate although others may try it
if they satisfy the following requirements;
1 they must be at least seventeen years old;
2 they must have finished the high school course or the
corresponding grades in the secondary school;
3 they must have spent at least one year studying as a
day student at a normal school - this regulation has
been in force since 1919;
4 they must give proof of independent study, as for ex-
ample spending a fourth or fifth year studying at the
high school
.
The follov/ing 1926 figures show the results of the normal
school training
1, Kandel, I. L. : "Comparative Education", p, 558,
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Having received this cert If i cate, the pupil may do one
of two things:
1 if successful in passing the competitive entrance exam-
inations, ho may go to the Higher Normal School; or
2 ho may accept an appointment as temporary teacher.
As for the first opportunity, it will be described later*
As very few are admitted annually to the Higner Normal
School, practically all take the temporary teaching j)osi-
tions. After two years at this work, the teacher is eligi-
ble to try the examinations for appointment and, if suc-
cessful, will begin to advance on the salary scale* These
examinations, written and oral, are the only purely pro-
fessional ones the teacher takes, usually about half the
candidates pass. The requirements are as follows:
1 Before the primary inspector and tv/o experienced
teachers the candidate must teach a class for three hours
and include during this time a lesson in gymnastics and
singing;
2 the candidate must answer orally and in writing ques-
tions concerning educational administration, school man-
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3 the candidate must show his pupils’ notebooks, asi in
these a daily record of all work is kept*
Beyond this the only additional training is that
furnished by the primary inspector in holding a compulsory
educational conference yearly* At this meeting innovations,
faulty teaching methods, and new educational theoDrfes are
discussed.
Once the teacher has received his professional cer-
tificate and his permanent appointment^ advancement depends
on further study and success in examination^ by which he
may become eligible to teach in a continuation school or
to direct an elementary school.
Recently there has been a great deal of discussion
concerning the preparation, as outlined above, of elemen-
tary teachers. Some have urged that the number of normal
schools bo drastically reduced not only so as to effect
economies but also so that the schools would be located
in largo cities or university towns. This argument will
be better understood when one realizes that in 1926 there
were 10080 normal school students in 176 schools, or an
average of fifty-six in each; and by far the majority of
those are located in small provincial towns with little
opportunity for intellectual growth and development. On
the other hand it is argued that the present situation is
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better because the normal school principal knows the needs
of his department, is in touch with the alumni of the
school, and exercises a valuable iafluence over them.
Another suggestion is to abolish the primary normal
schools altogether and leave teacher-training to the
secondary system. In this way a higher general level of
cultural instruction would be given and would bo followed
by one year of intensive professional training in a
university. Unfortunately, at present few universities
are equipped tottrain teachers. An experiment along this
line is now being tried at the university center of Douai
but the results of it will not be known for at least a
few years.
There is the obvious criticism that teacher-training
begins too early. The fact that a pupil at the age of
fifteen may begin to train to bo a teacher seems to bo
ridiculous and yet that is the situation. If forces such
a difficult decision too early upon the child, for once
having entered the normal school, he has nothing further
to say in the matter and must follow a teaching career
for at least ten years or pay back to the State all costs
of his normal school education.
The trend in teacher-training seems to be definitely
toward beginning it later in life and then having it
include more cultural training and the same, if not more.
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distincQ.y professional training*
The Higher Normal Schools at St, Cloud and Pontenay-
aux-Roses exist to train men and women in a two year
course for positions as professors in primary high schools
and normal schools, and in a three year course for posi-
tions as primary inspectors and directors of these schools*
The faculties of the Higher Normal Schools are chosen from
the ranks of secondary and higher education. At Pontenay-
aux-Roses there are in addition resident tutors to give
help to the students.
Admission to these two Higher Normal Schools which
are supported exclusively by the State depends on satis-
fying the following requirements:
1 The candidate must be French, in good health, and of
gDod character;
2 the candidate must agree to serve at least ten years
in teaching in the public schools system;
3 the candidate must have one of the following:
the brevet sup^rieur - awarded on completion of the
normal school course; or
the baccalaur^at - awarded on completion of the lycee or
college course; or
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in value;
4 the candidate must pass successfully the competitive
oral and written examinations.
Candidates intending to study sciences must take the fol-
lowing examinations:
written 1 mathematics 4 hrs
2 physics, chemistry, and natural sciences 4 "
3 mechanical and free hand drawing 4 "
4 modern language 2 "
5 pedagogy or eithcs 4 "
oral 1 mathematics
2 physics, chemistry, and natiiral sciences
3 modern language.
Candidates intending to study letters must take these:
written 1 literatiu*e or grammar
2 history and geography
3 modern language
4 pedagogy or ethics
oral 1 topic in grammar, literature, history,
or geography
2 analysis of a text in literature,
3 translation and conversation in a
modern language
In addition to these, there is for men a test in modelling
wood, plaster, or iron, and for women a sewing test. In
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paration of answers to the questions or topics assigned*
Passing these is considered Part I of the professor-
ship. Part II is usually taken after two years of study*
Annually in these entrance examinations bQ% are eliminated;
only as many are admitted to the Higher Normal Schools as
there will be positions available later on.
Once admitted to the Higher Normal School, the student
enjoys an ideal life. The environment is most favorable
to study and concentration, the surrounding grounds are
beautiful, and nowhere is there evidence of restraint.
Such an atmosphere is due to the efforts of Felix Pecaut,
founder and first director of the girls’ Higher Normal
School. Usually there are in all about sixty resident
students at the schools; these are either recent normal
school graduates, teachers in service who desire to ad-
vance in their profession, or graduates of secondary school
i
who may wish to transfer to the primary system.
At Fontenay-aux-Roses two courses are available:
letters and sciences; at St. Cloud three; letters, sciences,
and applied sciences. All students take courses in a
modern language, pedagogy, and ethics in addition to in-
tensive work in their major subject. Classes are usually
one and half hours long and there are eight to ten pupils
in a class*
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At the end of the two year course the student takes
the second and final part of the examination to he pro-
fessor, candidates in letters takewritten and oral exam-
inations on the French language and literature, history
and geography, and a modern foreign language. Candidates
in sciences take written and oral examinations on math-
ematics, physics, chemistry, natural sciences, and applied
sciences. All must pass tests in illustrated design and
hand work, w^hlch for men includes wood or metal work and
for women dressmaking, knitting, and embroidery. The
Minister of Public Inutructlon must find positions for
all who are successful and wish them either in a high schod
or normal school; there is no distinction between these
two schools as far as faculty is concerned, and all members
are subject to change at anytime.
Those interested in becoming primary inspectors or
directors of normal schools may remain at the Higher Normal
School a third year and during this time a study of educa-
tional psychology, school law, and school administration
is made. An examination follows which consists of written
essays on educational psychology and on ethics and sociolqgj
and oral tests consisting of an explanation of some passage
from educational literature, a discussion of an education-
al problem and some phase of school administration, and
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a report of a visit to a kindergarten, elementary, high
or normal school*
No candidate less than twenty-five years of age and
with less than five years teaching experience is admitted
to this examination. S-tudents who are licenci^s in
letters or sciences may try it. Usually upon appointment
as normal school director, the individual is thirty-five
to forty years old and has been both a normal school
professor and a primary inspector*
Contrary to the original purpose of the Higher Normal
Schools there is little practical training in teaching*
All in all, second year students spend about two weeks in
practice teaching; the rest of their experience comes
from giving lectures to follow students. The coiu?se as
a whole is more cultural than professional. Frequently,
students upon completing their studies pass into the
secondary system toward the agregation or toward the doc-
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CHAPTER THREE
TEACHER-TRAINING IN THE SECONDARY SYSTM
AND IN THE UNIVERSITIES
f
Teacher-training has not been as well organized in
the secondary system as in the primary system but chrono-
logically it antedates the latter. As early as 3^645 the
idea was proposed by Dumonstier although not until the
expulsion of the Jesuits in 1762 did theplan take shape.
Then, just as with the primary system, the need for
teachers was great and the people faced the problem
seriously. Undoubtedly the success of the teacher-training
movement in Germany had some effect on that in France.
The Convention discussed the plan in 1795 but the present
Higher Normal School dates in reality from Napoleon's
founding of the University; his decree of 1808 provided
for "the establishment of a normal boarding school intended
to accommodate as many as 300 young men who should there
be trained in the art of teaching the letters and the
sciences." The school opened in 1810 and the present one
is very similar to it. Courses were given by university
professors, conferences and quizzes v/ere conducted by
tutors, and lectures'*;fg‘iven by students to demonstrate
their teaching ability. Entrance was by competitive exam-
ination, all expenses were paid by the State, and the
number of entrants was determined by future needs.
As with the training movement in the primary system,
that of the secondary system in turn prospered and re-
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ceived set-backs throughout the nineteenth century de-
pending on just what party or group was in power* At
times even the idea of training teachers at all was seriousl
questioned. The opposition claimed the Higher Normal
School v/as merely duplicating the v/ork of the imiver sities
Even the directors of the school, for example Fustel de
Coulanges, did not help the situation and publicly ex-
pressed the belief that it was useless to learn to teach
and favored a wholly cultural course. Finally, the Ribot
commission was appointed in 1902 to consider these charges
and concluded in favor not only of a school for advanced
study but also of a veritable pedagogical institution.
This idea has prevailed up to the present time.
The Higner Normal Schools are wholly supported by
the State. The one for men is located in Paris; the one
for women at Sevres, a suburb of Paris. Both offer a
three year course of study leading toward the agregation,
the necessary certificate for permanent appointment as
professor in a lycee. The faculty at the Higner Normal
School is made up of university professors who must
have their doctorate, and tutors who have their agregation*
Before trying to enter the Higher Normal School, the
candidate must have satisfactorily completed the lycee
or college course of study* The chief difference betv/een
wrw
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these tv/o schools is administrative and financial in
character. The lycee is a purely State school being es-
tablished, directed, inspected, and financed by the cen-
tral government or its accredited representatives. The
college is an establishment of the same nature but
founded and supported by the communities under the sur-
veillance and direction of the State; practically all
the expense falls on the communities. In the lycee the
material part, such as the building and equipment, is fur-
nished by the city; the rest, by the State. In the
college the city furnishes this and in additon must
guarantee the salaries of the principal and teaching
force for at least ten years. In regard to the course
of study, teaching methods, the time schedule and the
method of appointing teachers, both the lycee and the
college are subject to the same regulations. The teach-
ing force of the lycee is somewhat superior to that of
the college and includes:
1 professors and assistant professors in charge of classes
down through the sixth class;
2 teachers of elementary classes from the primary system;
3 teachers of special subjects - drawing, music, and
so forth;
4 assistants- generally those studying independently
for advanced degrees.
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No one can be appointed professor without the agregatipn;
the acting professorships are created only when there is
a lack of agr^ges.
The course of study in the lycee and college is
made up of tv/o cycles, the first of four years, the
second of three. The first cycle is the same for all and
includes a study of the classics, flench class
language and literature, a modern language,^!: 6
drawing and so forth. At the beginning 12
^
5 1st
of the second cycle the student chooses one 13 4 cycle
of four fields: 14 3
^
1 Latin and Greek _15_., 2 2nd
2 Latin and a foreign language 16 1 cycle
3 Latin and sciences 17 Math.
or
4 A modern language and sciences. Phil*
i t -
After the first class the student takes Part I of the
baccalaureat ; and after a year in the Mathematics or
Philosophy course. Part II. The baccalaureat is awarded
on merit alone and is valuable for several reasons:
1 it is the State sanction for the completion of secondary
education;
2 it is a passport to higher schools, such as the Higher
Normal School, the naval academy at Brest, the military
school at Saint Cyr, and so forth;
3 it has a decided social value.
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Occasionally before trying the entrance examinations
for the Higher Normal School, the candidate goes for extra
preparation to some one of the large lycees, for example
the Lyc6e Louis-le-Grand at Paris.
The entrance examinations for the Higher Normal
Schools for men at Paris and for women at Sevres are
wholly on a competitive basis. The requirements are
as follows:
1 the candidate must be French, in good health, and of
good character;
2 the male candidate must have the baccalaureat or the
primary normal school diploma; the female candidate
must have either of these two or the diploma of
secondary studies;
3 the candidate must be at least eighteen years old and
not more than twenty-four;
4 And lastly the candidate must pass successfully written
and oral examinations in the following subjects:
candidates in letters^
French literature 4 hours
French grammar 2 "
history and geography 4'g- ”
ethics and psychology 4 "
English or German 4 "
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candidates in sciences:
arithmetic and geometry 4 hours
physics and chemistry 4 "
natural history 4 "
t'rench grammar and literature 4 "
English or German 4 "
A limited number of candidates is admitted; this number
is determined by the Minister of Public Instruction and
varies according to the estimated needs just as in the
case of the normal school and Higher Normal School of
the primary system. The goal of all is the agregation,
and the road to this is blocked by a series of tests,
at any one of which the candidate may be eliminated.
Life at the Higher Normal School in the secondary
system is sim.ilar to that of the Higher Normal School
of the primary system. Everything possible is done to
provide an atmosphere conducive to research and applica-
tion. Students make frequent visits to the theatre,
lecture and concert halls of Paris, and in general take
advantage of all that such a city as Paris offers. Each
student has his own room which he may decorate and
arrange to suit his individual tastes. viHiile in training,
he receives a small salary from the government. In
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of students who like hiF-self are anxious to enter and
advance in the teaching profession, and of professors,
the most renowned available.
Throughout the first year all students take all
their courses together; during the second year about
half their work is done in common; and during the third
j
year they work independently in small groups,
j
During the second year for one hour per week lec-
j
tures are given on the "Origin, development and present
I
situation of secondary education in irance". During the
i
third year three lectures are given on the lycee program
I
in general and three on special methods; also each
student gives at least three lessons before the rest of
the student body and spends at least three weeks in
practice teaching in a nearby lycee; lastly, each student
must visit a primary school at least once and for many
this is the first time they enter a primary school! Con-
ji cerning this practice teaching no critical report is
ij
turned in, and consequently whether it is done poorly
or not has no bearing on the agTegation; all the can-
didates has to do is produce a certificate stating he
has spent three weeks teaching in a lycee.
Ideally all secondary school teachers in either the
Ivoee or college should pass through the Higher Normal
bnc' ‘i9:^n© oi suolxriB ft'iB 'ilassnlfi o:iw ?.-Jr30tuiQ to
t7"io8Be> u rq ^0 faiica ^noxr ^:©lo‘iq ^nhioee^ edJ oouisvba
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School. However, limited facilites make it necessary to
restrict the number of candidates admitted yearly and
consequently it often happens that many prepare for
teaching at one of the universities. This in no v/ay
hinders their success later on although there are obvious
advantages to those privileged to pass through the Higher
Normal School, such as better library facilities, possibly
better professors, and intensive drill on agregation mat-
erial.
As has been said, while the agregation is necessary
for final appointment to a lycee or college, often the
demand exceeds the supply and others less qualified are
accepted for vacancies. In turn, the following creden-
tials, each of which may be obtained as a result of study
either at the Higher Normal School or at a university and
each of which leads toward the agre^tgat ion, will be
discussed
:
1 the licence d 'enseignement (license for teaching)
2 the certificat d 'aptitude a 1 'enseignement secondaire
(certificate of fitness for secondary instruction) -
restricted to women; and
3 the certificat d' aptitude a 1 ' enseignement ies lances
vivantes dans les lyc^es et colleges ( certificate for
teaching modern foreign languages.)
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To obtain the licence d 'enseignement es lettres or
es sciences, the candidate must receive four certificates
in letters or three in sciences, each one of which repre-
sents a semester of study followed by oral and written
examinations. The four certificates in letters must be
chosen from one of the following groups:
1 Philosophy: general history of philosophy; psychology;
logic and general philosophy; ethics and sociology.
2 French and classical humanities: Greek; Latin; French
liter atiore; grammar and philology.
3 History and geography: ancient history; history of
the Middle Ages; modern and contemporary history;
geography.
4 Modern foreign language: classical literature; foreign
literature: ( English, German, Italian, Spanish,
Russian, or Arabic); phililogy of the foreign litera-
ture chosen; practical studies in the foreign language
selected
.
The three certificates in sciences must be from one of the
following:
1 Mathematical sciences: differential and integral cal-
culus; mechanics; general physics.
2 Physical sciences: general physics; general chemistry;
and one of (1) or one of (3).
3 Natural sciences: Zoology or gener al physicibgy; botany
<10 aa'ivfcfol ee fc cocteoiX wa:t- rrXi->d’db oT
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or geology; and one of (2),
After receiving the necessary number of certificates,
three or four, the licence d ’enseignement is automati-
cally received. There is no provision in this licence
for the study of professional subjects.
At present time this is the absolute minimum re-
quirement for eligibility to teach in a boys' lycee or
college and is usually awarded only to JEh’ench citizens.
Just now there are more licencies than vacancies and the
proposal has recently been made to hold competitive ex-
aminations for these few positions.
The certificat d 'aptitude a 1 'enseignement secondaire
is restricted to women. The education of women on the
same level as that of men is quite a recent development
in Prance. Up to 1925, girls after a five year course
at a lycee received a diploma for studies very different
from those required for the baccalaur eat ; the curriculum
did not include Latin and was designed to give a social
and liberal education. Beginning in 1925 the couirse was
extended to six years, and in 1928 to seven years with
the same curriculum as in the boys' lycee and with the
baccalaureat after the succesful completion of the
course. Consequently women, successful in the competitive
entrance examinations, may nov/ enter Sevres after either
^
.^5 ,
' T ‘xo 6i’,o 5x18 ao
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the six or seven lycee course and in a three year course
of study tnere train to teach in girls’ lycees or colleges.
At the end of two years the students become eligible to
try for this certificate and at the end of the third
year for the agregation. This certificate, less differ-
entiated than the licence d 'enseignement and consequently
more difficult, is awarded in letters, sciences, and
modern languages. Failure to receive it means that the
student must leave the Higher Normal School and begin
teaching, usually in a provincial college. Those who
are successful continue to study for a third year, this
year being spent solely on prepaiation for the agregation.
Both men and women are eligible to try for the cer-
tificat d'aptitude a 1 ' enseignment des langues vivantes
dans les lycees et ^colleges provided they have one of
the follov/ing:
1 the baccalaureat
2 the certificate for teaching special subjects
3 the certificate for teaching in the primary normal
school
4 the brevet superieur, the primarynormal school
diploma
5 the secondary diploma for girls (awarded after the
six ' year lycee course)
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The certificate is made up of :oth written and oral exam-
inations :
written: French composition 4 hrs.
Translation from French to the foreign
language 3 "
Translation from the foreign language
to French 3 "
essay in the foreign language 4 "
oral: Translation from f'Tench to the foreign
.language 1 "
Translation from the foreign language
to trench 1 "
analysis of an assigned text 1 “
discussion of the grammar of a foreign 1 "
text
The candidates pronunciation, his ability to present his
subject to a class, and his familiarity v/ith problems of
instruction are especially v/atched in the oral teats.
The highest qualification for teaching in a lycee or
college is the agregation. This is not a university degree
but rather is a certificate av/arded by the State to those
candidates who successfully survive one of the most
difficult of all French examinations. Once a year in
Paris these examinations are held before a iurv of dia-
' 2.€ -vo'i .. ? mo'i'''
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2 letters (Greek, Latin, jfrench)
3 philology (Greek, Latin, French)
4 history and geograuphy
5 modern foreign languages
6 mathematics
7 physics and chemistry
8 natural sciences
At present the examinations for the agregation in foin*
of the eight fields, modern languages, philospphy, letters
and natural sciences, are identical for both sexes. This
is being more and more demanded by the women. It is
hoped that at or about 1938 the examinations will be the
same for all in every field.
The examinations for the agregation are both v/ritten
and oral. In connection with the oral part, a lesson
must be taught, and for this four to six hours are allov/ed
for preparation under supervision, and all necessary books
and helpful materials are placed at the candidate's dis-
posal! . The following two examples will give an idea of
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Agrogation in letters:
written: Translation from Latin to fi’ench 4 hours
"
“ ti’ench to Latin
"
" Greek to French
”
" French to Greek
French composition on one of the
prescribed authors.
oral: Analysis of Greek, Latin, and ancient





for the preparation of each.
lesson - four to six hours for preparation.
Agr^gation in natural sciences:
written: three essays - seven hours for each
(1) on a subject assigned a year in
advance and dealing with a problem
of physiology, comparative anatomy
or paleontology; and
( 2 - 3) on subjects from the secondary
school cxrrriculum.
oral: the selection, arrangment, and preparation
of materials to illustrate a lesson selected
by the examiners;
the preparation and selection of specimens
suitable for instructional purposes;
a lesson on a subject from the lower section
of the lycee
a lesson on a subject from the upper section
of the lycee.
The follov/ing 1929 and 1930 figures shov/ hov/ many
are eliminated in this examination:





French and Gorman Academic
School and Society, t€a4tii2Snivi
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1929 1929 1930 1930
Hist. & Gec]e;Eng> Phllji^ Ger
»
Candidates registered for exams 120 138 90 50
Candidates admitted to orals 43 32 24 20
Candidates passed of original nimiber 18 19 12 12
io of candidates passed 15^ 1^% 24^
The candidate, once having reached his goal, not only is
academically distinguished out is entitled to certain
rights. The State has to provide him with an appointment
to a lycee if he requests it; if a vacancy can not be
fo\md for him, this fact does not relieve the State of
the obligation of paying him his salary. Also, wherever
he does teach, he is entitled to extra remuneration just
because he is an agrege.
Up to nov/ the requirement for permanent appointment
whether in a Lyc^e or a college has furnished a guarantee
that every professor is master of the subject he teaches,
j
Recent reforms seek to supplement this with a guarantee
that he can teach these subjects at various levels in the
secondary schools. To this end at least three weeks
practice teaching has been introduced as a requirement of
all candidates for the agregation. Lectures have been
instituted in the Higner Normal School on the history and
organization of secondary education, and the two year
licence d ' enseignement has been introduced to replace the
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And yet, in spite of this, much remains to be done.
The certificate of aptitude for teaching and the license
indicate merely an acquisition of knowledge and a certain
number of intellectual habits; only indirectly are they
concerned with general and vocational aptitudes. The
same criticism may be made of the competitive entrance
examination to the Higher Normal School - - they are
simply tests of knov/ledge . The examinations for the
agregation has no really educationalcharacter - - those
best educated and those gifted in research are selected
rather than those best fitted to teach. G-eneral intellec
tual development and vocational training should bo regard
ed as two complementary aspects of the function of educa-
tion and not as now two opposing aspects.
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MODERN TENDMMGiaS I N TEACHER-TRAINING
IN FRANCE
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Perhaps the most significant movement in Pi’ench
education in recent years has been the development of
the Ecole Unique idea, i.e. the same education for
all children from six to twelve and then differentiation
into three groups: pre-apprenotice ship (which would in-
clude the normal school group), technical and commercial,
and general cultural, - - all to be free and available
to every child. This idea dates especially from the
World V/ar . Part of the program has been complited ; since
1929 all children in elementary classes have received
the same instruction whether they attended the primary
or secondary system; also tuit±)n fees in lycees and
colleges aregradually being abolished. This movement
affects teacher-training in that the exponents of it
would place all branches of education at the intermediate
or higher levels in the hands of teachers with the same
preparation, the same imiversity degrees and consequently
with the same privileges; for example, tnere would no
longer be the present distinction between high school.,
lycee, and college professors.
The advanced study of education is a recent develop-
ment. Practically no attention has been paid to it in
the secondary system, and little in the primary system;
this situation undoubtedly will be changed in the next
uoixe'f'i nl ja&aovoirt ir. (iTiift Jsoar erivt sq^il-io®
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few years. Already there is a demand to have a certificate
of professional ability included in the agregation re-
quirements. Befcra this is accompihshed, however, more uni-
versities v/ill have to make provision for the study of
education; at present only four centres (Lyons, Lille,
Nancy, and Paris) have done this.
Indeed this lack of emphasis on education is the weak
point in the P^ench teacher-training system. Undoubtedly
the professors are masters of their subject matter, but
we all knov/ that a scholar is not necessarily a good
teacher. The P'rench tomselves have begun to realize that
training along this line is needed. Except for this one
criticism one can only praise the French method. 3y it
an impartial way of selecting teachers has been arrived
at, every teacher is trained for his particular job, an
excess of teachers is avoided, and influence from non-
educational sources has bean reduced to a minimum - - and
these are all most desirable features for any system.
The chart on page 56 summarizes graphically the
teaching situation today in i^’rance*
ocj'Bo.ili.j' '.C'? a ever* o J t a t;'iy i '.ri'-jx-D',:
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